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Stimulus/Measurement
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Takagi,HiroshiSakayori,
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a specifiedvoltageor currentand to measurefhe assoclatedcurrentor voltage.
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In this Issue:
Semiconductordiodes and transistorsare the buildingblocks of the electronicmarvels
that make our lives easier, more interestingand more productive.The semiconductoris
usually silicon, the main component of beach sand, artfully doped with impurities
to give it desirableelectricalproperties.Sometimesdiodes and transistorscome one to a
packageas discretecomponents,and sometimesmanyare combinedin an integratedcircuit
on a single chip of silicon.In this age of VLSI-very large-scaleintegration-there may be
hundredsof thousandsof these deviceson a chip,forminga completemicrocomputer,mem; - ,-- ";.* ory,or otherfunctionalsystem^lntegratedcircuitsbegintheirlivesas wafersof silicon.Dozens
or hundredsof circuitsare formedon each wafer in a seriesof processingsteps,and then the wafer is cut apart
into individualchips,whichare put intopackagesreadyto be assembledintoelectronicequipment.On our cover
this month you can see a wafer and a varietyof packageddevices.
The instrumentpicturedon this month's cover is the 4'145ASemiconductorParameterAnalyzer. lt's a
powerfultool designedto make measurementson transistorsand diodesand tell semiconductormanufacturers
someof the thingsthey needto knowto improvedeviceperformanceand increaseyields(yieldisthe percentage
of chipsthat operatecorrectlywhen they'recompleted).Parametermeasurementsare also neededby usersof
semiconductordevices,who have to know how a device will behave in a circuit,and by people developing
computermodels of devicesfor use in computer-aideddesign systems.The 4145A resemblesa venerable
instrumentcalled a curve tracer, which has been used for twenty years to measuretransistorparameters.
However,the resemblanceis slight,becausethe 4145Ahas a buift-inmicrocomputerand can automatically
executemeasurementsequencesand performcalculations.lt can also operateundercomputercontrolas part
of an automatedtest system.Engineerswho haveuseda rulerto measuredistanceson a curve-tracer'sscreen
so they could calculatethe slope of a trace are impressedwhen they findthey can positiontwo markerson the
4145A'sdisplayandseethe slopedisplayedon the screen.Thisslopefunctionandthe 4145A'sabilityto display
calculatedparametersare illustratedin the coverphotograph.You can get capabilitylikethe 4145A'selsewhere,
but only in a sophisticated,
expensivesystemthat reallyrepresentsoverkillfor manymeasurementapplications.
The completestory of the design of the 4145A is on pages 3 to 20.
On page21 is an articleaboutone of the manyprocessesusedto make HP integratedcircuits.This processis
calledHQMOS,for reasonsexplainedin the article,and it was developedby scalingdowna standardprocess,
taking advantageof advances in process technology.The scaled-downprocess producestransistorsthat
operatefaster and use less power than those of the standardprocess.
In the adicle on page 28 you can find an exampleof the use of computermodelsto simulatehow process
changes may alter device performance.Using these models, process engineerscan predictthe effects of
changeswithout actuallymaking a wafer.
-R. P. Dolan
E d t o r . B r c h a r dP D o l a n. A s s o c r a t eE d l o r K e n n e t hA S h a w . A r t D r r e c t o r P h o t o g r a p h e rA r v d A D a n r e l s o n . l l u s i r a t o r N a n c y S V a n d e r b l o o m
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IntelligentInstrumentStreamlinesdc
ParameterMeasurements
Semiconductor
Usedasa stand-alone
instrument
oraspartof anautomated
tesfsyslem,thissmartcurvetracermakesit easyto
measure,analyze,graphicallydisplay,and storedc
semiconductor p arameters.
by Kohichi Maeda,Jin-ichi lkemoto, Fumiro Tsuruda, and
Teruo Takeda

voltage (V1), transconductance (g-), common-emitter current gain (hps), Early voltage (Vf , and many others. See
pages 6 and 10 for examples of typical applications. All of
the necessary stimulus, measurement, calculation, display,
and data storage facilities required are contained in the
4145y'' Because the 41454 uses the HP-IB* and HP-GL
(Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language), it is easy to interface
the 4145A to other measuring instrumentation and controllers for laboratory automation. Publication-quality hard
copies of the measurement results displayed on the 414bA's
CRT can be obtained simply by connecting an HP-IBcompatible plotter/printer such as the HP 747OA Graphics
Plotter and pressing the PLOT or PRINTkeys. The plots for
the application examples discussed on pages 6, 7, 10, and
1L were obtained in this manner. No controller is needed.
However, by connecting a controller and using simple
HP-GL commands, additional information (notes, comments, overlay plots, et cetera) can be displayed on the
4145A's CRT, or the CRT can be used as an independent
graphics display.

&ft*Ii RECISE DEVICE PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS
ffi*-S ur" essential for computer-aided design and
H
semiconductor research and development, for realtime feedback on wafer evaluations to improve the
semiconductor process and increase yields on the production line, and for incoming inspection by end users of
semiconductor products. The need for an instrument capable of such measurements that can be used by itself or can be
easily incorporated into an automated test system is becoming more and more acute.
The HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (Fig.
1) was developed to provide an attractive alternative to a
curve tracer or an expensive test system, and to satisfy the
measurement and evaluation needs of the semiconductor
industries. It is a fully automatic, high-performance instrument designed to measure, analyze, and graphically
display the dc parameters and characteristics of diodes,
transistors, ICs, solar cells and semiconductor materials.
In stand-alone use, the 41,45Acan rapidly and accurately
evaluate a complete range of parameters such as threshold

*HewiettPackardInterfaceBus HP's impementaton
of tEEEStandard4BB(1978)
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Fig. 1. The HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer rs the
fi rststand-aloneinstrumentcapable of fully automatic measurements of dc semiconductor
parameters. Using the HewlettPackardlnterfaceBus(IEEE4BB),
it can also form part of a larger
computer-controlledtest syslem
for parameter evaluation, comparison,and storage.
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Features

HardwareArchitecture

Some of the featuresof the 41454 are:
Four stimulus/measurementunits (SMUsJ that can be
programmedto perform in one of three different modes:
t. Voltage source and current monitor (V mode)
2. Cunent source and voltage monitor (I mode)
3. Commonconnection(COM mode).
Two voltagesources(VS)that can be linearly or logarithmically swept over their programmed output range.
Two voltage monitors (VM).
High-resolution digital CRT display module for displaying graphic and alphanumeric information in any of five
different display modes:graphic display, matrix display,
schmoo*plot, Iist display,and time domain.The display
can also be programmedby an external controller using
HP-GL commands.
Internal flexible disc drive for storing measurement
setups,autosequenceprograms, and data.
Built-in HP-IB interfacefor easyconnectionof the 4145A
to other HP-IB-compatibleinstrumentsand controllersto
form automatedtest systems.
Eight built-in functions to simplify control and manipulation of the displayed data.
Two user functions that allow front-panel programming
of two different arithmetic operations for calculating
parametersfrom measured values. The results can be
displayed in real time versus the measuredvalues.
Versatile front-panel keyboard for measurementsetup
and manipulation of displayeddata.Eight softkeysalong
the right side of the display make it easyfor an operatorto
select the desired test conditions and displav format.

A block diagram of the 4145A's hardware system is
shown in Fig. 2. The digital system is functionally divided
into six blocks: the main processing unit, graphic display
unit, mass storage unit, front-panel unit, and HP-IB interface contained in the digital section, and the SMU controlIer located in the measurement section and coupled to the
r
rest of the digital system through an optoisolator.
The main processing unit uses a 68800 microprocessor and
r
contains 16K bytes of ROM, 32K bytes of dynamic RAM, a
r
10-ms interval timer, and the SMU controller interface.
The graphics display unit contains an HP 1345A Digital
Display Modulel and a two-port read/write 4Kx16-bit vector memory to store picture data. The 1345A picture data is
refreshed automatically by scanning the vector memory at a
rate of approximately 50 Hz.
r
A keyboard, rotary pulse generator, and various indicators make up the front-panel unit. The keyboard consists
r
of a number of keys arranged in convenient groupings for
page control, measurement control, autosequence control,
integration-time selection, editing, alphanumeric and
r
arithmetic operation entry, autocalibration, print/plot control, softkeys, file storage and retrieval, and cursor positionr
ing. The rotary pulse generator outputs 120 pulses per revolution and controls the display marker, The indicators
show the current HP-IB status and selected operations.
The mass storage unit contains a flexible disc controller
r
and drive. The drive handles 5.25-in, single-sided, singledensity, flexible discs having a storage capacity of 92 kilobytes on 40 tracks with I sectors per track, 256 bytes per
sector,
The SMU controller is the measurement controller in the
* A t h r e e - d m e n s i op
n lao tn w h l c h Z - a x i s v a u e s a r e i n d i c a t e d b y d i f l e r e n t s y m b o s o n a n
41,45A. It uses a 6802 microprocessor and contains 12K
X-Y plot.
bytes of ROM, 1K byte of static RAM, two analog interfaces,

r

Digilal Section (Gfounded)

Pow6r
Fail.

mffi

Preset
Main Processing Unit

Mass Storage Unit

Front-PanelUnit

Graphics Display
Unit

f,leasurement Section (Floatlng)

Fig.2, Block diagramof the 4145A'shardwaresystemconslsllngof a groundeddigital section
and a floating measurementsectlon. Communicationbetween the two seclions is through an
optoisolator.
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and an asynchronouscommunication interfacecapableof a
data transmissionrate of 2s0,000bits/s.The two analog
interfacesare used to communicate with the four SMUs,
two VSs,and two VMs via analog-to-digital
and digital-toanalog converters as shown in Fig. 2. The asynchronous
interface is ground-isolated and connectedto the system
m i c r o p r o c e s s o ri n t h e m a i n p r o c e s s i n g u n i t b y o p toisolators.This arrangementallows floating-ground measurements.
The SMU controller has intelligent functions that enable
the system processorto give commands or get data with
ease.For example,it has sweepcontrol capability. Oncethe
SMU controller has been given sweep parameters(linear/
log, start value, step size,number of steps),it setsup the
source output values, gives hold or delay time, measures
monitored values,and reports measurementdata automatically at every step.
A second feature is the line-frequency-synchronized
sampling and averagingtechnique to reduce ac line noise.
When INTEGTIMEis set to SHORT,the measured data is
stored directly without integration. However, when INTEG
TIMEis set to MED,16 samplesare taken during one ac line
frequencycycle and averagedfor eachmeasurementvalue.
The LONGsetting averages256 samplestaken during 16 ac
line cycles.The sampletiming is controlled by a timer that
counts the main processingunit clock pulses.
Another feature is SMU dc offset correction. The SMU
controller calibratesall dc offsetsin the SMUs and cancels
these parameterson every setting and measurement.Consequentlythere are no adjustablecomponentson the SMU
assemblies.This improves the long-term stability of the dc
offset enor specification.
The SMU controller also has a self-testfunction. Self-test
consistsof two parts. One is the test of the SMU controller
itself and the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analogconvertersinterfacingthe SMU controller to the SMUs,and the
other is the SMU test. If an error occurs in the former test,
the SMU controller shuts down operationbecausethis kind
of error is a fatal error. The system processordetectsthis
stateand displays A01 on the CRT,indicating that the SMU
controller is down. The light-emitting diodes (LEDs)on the
SMU controller board show the error number, which indicatesthe error block. In the SMU test,detectederrorsarenor
fatal to system operation. The SMU controller simply reports the results ofthe test and systemoperationcontinues.
At this time, the CRT display shows the error number, if
any, for each SMU.
The measurementsection is divided into seven blocks
(excluding the SMU controller): an analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC), a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), four
SMUs, two VSs and two VMs. The 16-bit ADC is combined
with a 10-channelmultiplexer. The multiplexer selectsone
channel from the 10 channels connectedto the four SMU
voltage monitor outputs, the four SMU current monitor
outputs and the two VM outputs. Digital datafrom the ADC
is sent to the digital sectionto be processedand displayed.
To obtain both high resolution and high speed from a
simple hardwareconfiguration,the ADC in the 4i.45A uses
a specialinput rangeexpansiontechnique.As shown in the
block diagram in Fig. 3a, the ADC is of the successive
approximation type. It uses two DACs. One is a 14-bit

Comparator
V3
Analog
Input

v1
v2

lor -0
loz --

I""*",
u._{
-

(b)

Time

(c)
Fig.3. (a) Block diagram of the ADC used in the measure_
mentsectionof the 414SA.The conversionisdone by succes_
sive approximation, using DACI to supply the error signal
to the comparator.(b) By setting lot,loz,and lssin turn,the error
signals to correct the offset of the ADC can be derived. (c)
Relationshipof the voltages V, , Vr, and Vs shown in (a) for
the firstsample-and-holdperiod.

monotonic main DAC and the other is an offset DAC for
input range expansion. The offset DAC outputs three offset
current values that provide three expand"d- r.^gur. Within
each range, the main DAC has 14-bit resolution. The raw
digital data is output as 2 bits of offset range data plus 14
bits of main data. To convert this intermittent binary data
into consecutive data over the full input range, the microprocessor has to know the offset value for each range.
To measure these offset values, a self-calibration is performed. First, the main DAC's output cunent I_ is set to
zero and the offset DAC's output current 16is set to 161(see
Fig. 3b). At this time, the sample-and-hold circuit is set to
the sample mode and a ramp voltage is applied to its input.
The comparator output goes high at the balancing point
(i.e., V21lR : Ior). At this moment, the sample-and-hold
circuit is set to the hold mode. Then the output current of
the offset DAC is changed to 162,and a successive approximation conversion is performed using the main DAC. The
result of this conversion gives the relative offset value between Io, and Ior. Similarly, the second step of the calibration process determines the difference between the 162and
Io, values of the offset DAC. In addition, the absolute offset
value can be measured by the normal analog-to-digital con-
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Typical Applications of the 4745A Semiconductor
Parameter Analyzer
Four examplesof common semiconductor
device measurementsdone by the 4145Aare shownin Fig.1 throughFig.4.The
of a bipolarnpn transfirsttwo examplesevaluatecharacteristics
istorand the remainingtwo examplesevaluatean MOSdevice.
Part (a) of each figure is a hard copy of the 4145A'sgraphic
and SMU
displayand part(b) showsthe 4145Atestconnections
mode settingsto the device under test,
Static Collector Charactelistics
The staticcollectorcharacteristicsof a bipolartransistorare shown
in Fig. 1. Theywere obtainedby linearlysweepingthe collector
voltageV6gf rom0 to 10Vat f ive differentvaluesof basecurrentls
and measuringthe resultingcollectorcurrent16.SMU-1is programmed for operationas a common source (COM mode), to
which all other sources in the measurementare referenced.
SMU-2is usedas a variablecurrentsource(l mode)toprovtdethe
requisitebasecurrent.SMU-3acts as a variablevoltagesource(V
mode) and current meterto providecollectorvoltageand measure the collectorcurrent. SMU-3 is the primarysweep source
vARl and SMU-2is the secondary,or dependent,sweepsource
1 , , , 1+, * x x + +

-|

hrr-1" Characteristics
By usingone of the two internaluserfunctions,a bipolartransistor'shs6-16
curve can be obtained(Fig.2). hpEis definedas
l6/ls. The hrs decay constant can be read directly from the
4145A'sCRT displayby using the line functionto draw a line
tangent to the linearportionof the curve as shown in Fig. 2a.
MOS Threshold Characteristics
The five curves shown in Fig. 3 representan MOS device's
characteristics at five different substrate voltages VsB. The
MOSFETis defined
thresholdvoltageVr of an enhancement-type
as the gate voltage requiredto cause a predeterminedvalue of
drain current (in this example, 10 pr,A).Vt can be obtained by

I I R A P I J : lt ; S P L _ C t T . * * * * * *

l--

I(:

vAR2.The VAR2source is incrementedonly after each VnRt
sourcesweep.By usingthe4145A'sbuilt-inlinef unctionto drawa
straight line between points A and B, the transistor'scollector
output resistanceand Earlyvoltagecan be read directlyfromthe
values,respectively.
Inthisexample,the
1/cRAD
andx-INTERcEPT
output resistanceis 9.37 kO and the Early voltage is -77.7Y.
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Fig. 1. (a) Lineargraphics display
for static collector characteristics
measurement of an npn bipolar
transistor. Cursor ls at point B,
marker at point e. (b) Source setup
values and test configuration fol
(a).
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Fig. 2. (a) hrs versus ls display
for a npn bipolar transistor. Both
axes are logarithmic. (b) Source
setup values and test configuration for (a).
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SMU.3

Fig. 3. (a) Log-linear display of
MOSFET th reshold characte ristics
for five different substrate voltages. (b) Sourceselup valuesand
test configuration for (a).
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Fig.4. (a) Linear display for determining threshold voltage of an
MOS device (see text).Cursoris at
point A, marker at point B. (b)
Source selup values and test configuration for (a).

vvc

Vs=0

(b)

movingthe displaymarkeralongthe curveuntillp : 1Op.A(point
A), and then readingthe value Vc at that point as displayed
numerically
abovethe graph.In Fig.3, V1o(Vse: 0) is 2.2j3V.
Threshold Voltage V1
Anothermethod of measuringV1 is to bias the MOSFETsuch
that the gate and drain are always at the same potentialand
measurethe characteristics
in thesaturation
region.Draincurrent
in the saturationregion rs calculatedas
lp:p(V6s-V1),

version of zero input, which is shown in Fig. 3b asIor. From
these values, the microprocessoris able to determine the
absoluteoffset value of each range, and to get true data by
simple addition or subtraction.Thus, this ADC can measure
approximately *1t volts full scalewith 0.5-mV resolution
and 200-g,sconversion speed.
The 16-bit DAC is used by the SMU controller to output
control settings. It has a 1O-channeldistributor that allocatesoutputs from the DAC to each SMU and VS input.
The four stimulus measurementunits are the heart of the
41.454.Each SMU can be programmed to function as a
voltage source and current monitor (V mode) or a current

whereB is the gain factorof the device.By takingthe square root
of this equation,we find that the relationship
betweenV In and
V6eis linear,the slopeof the line is fp, and the pointat;hich
the line crossesthe X-axisis V1.Thus

{E:

l-p rycs- Vr)

The 4145A'suserfunctioncan be set up to performthis calculation duringthe measurement.
FromFig.4, X-INTERCEPT
showsa
V 1o I 2 . 1 7 YT. h e s q u a r e otfh e l i n e G R A D i s 0 : 5 6 6 x1 0 - 6

source and voltage monitor (I mode). In the V mode, an
SMU can supply from -r1 mV to -r-100V over three output
ranges as given in Table I. In the I mode, currents as low as L
pA and as high as 100 mA can be forced as listed in Table II.
If higher currents or voltages are required, an SMU can be
used to program an external power supply (see box on page
10). One advantage of the SMU concept is that a fourterminal device can be completely characterized by the
41454 without changing connections. For example, a bipolar transistor can be characterized in common-base,
common-collector, and common-emitter configurations
without any connection changes. See the article on page 15
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TableI
SMUOutputCapability:V Mode
Voltage
Range

Resolution

Accuracy

Maximum
Current lo

+20V
+40V
+100V

1mV
2 mV
5 mV

+(o.7Toof reading
+0.05% of range
+0.4oxIo)

100 mA
50 mA
20 mA

Io:output

current at set voltage.

Table ll
SMU Output Capability:I Mode
Current
Range

Resolution

+100 mA

100 p.A

Maximum
VoltageVo

Accuracy

20V(I<100 mA
40V(I<40 mA)
t[0.a7. of reading
+(0.1+0.002%)%

+10 mA

10 plA

+1000 pA
+100 pA
+10 pA

+1000 nA
+100 nA

rpA
100nA
10nA
1nA
100 pA

+10 nA
+1000 pA

Fig. 4. Thesoftvvare
of the4145Ais basedon a
architecture
real-timemonitorto controlthe utilitiesand fourprioritylevels
of tasks(ASP:Autosequenceprogram).

of range]

100V (I<20 mAJ
t[0.s7" of reading
+ (0.1+0.002%)%
of range]

10 pA *[s pa+r% of reading
+(0.1+0.002%)%
1pA
of range]

Vo:output

voltage at set cument.

for a discussion of the design of the SMUs.
As mentioned earlier, the output from each SMU is determined by two input control voltagesfrom the 16-bitDAC,
one for output voltage and one for output current. Other
information, such as voltage or current ranging, is given
directly by the SMU controller. Each SMU outputs two
monitor voltagesto the 16-bit ADC that correspondto SMU
output voltage and output current.
The two additional voltage sources(VS) and two voltage
monitors (VM) are built in for measurementsthat require
more sources and/or monitors than provided by the four
SMUs.EachVS is a programmablevoltagesourcewhose t 1
mV to t20V output is determined,like the SMUs',by the
output from the 16-bit DAC. Each VM is similar to a buffer
amplifier whose monitor output is sent to the ADC via the
multiplexer. Each VM can measurevoltagesfrom t100 ptV
to 12V, or from -t1 mV to i20V, dependingon its range
setting.
Software System
The 4145A'ssoftwaresystem(Fig. a) is basedon a real-

J o U R N AoLc r o B E Ri 9 8 2
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time monitor whose functions are as follows:
r Task management(multitasking). A task is the primary
structure of an execution environment under the realtime monitor. The monitor supportsmultitasking operations with four priority levels. Eight tasks are available
for each level. Task managementservicesinclude start,
end, and abort.
Task synchronization.Taskscan communicateinformation to another task via an event control block, which is
managed by the real-time monitor and not visible to a
task programmer.The receiving task calls the WAITmacrocommand with the event control block number. The
sending task calls the POSTmacro with the event control
block number and a post code,
Program management.Certain tasks are resident on the
flexible disc. If one of these tasks is required but is not
alreadyin the overlay area(seeFig. 5), the program manager loads the appropriate file containing the task and
starts it.
Timer services.The real-time monitor can periodically
initiate executionof a specifiedtask.This is a very important function for measurement instrumentation. The
monitor can also suspendtask execution for a specified
interval and initiate execution of a specified task after a
specified interval.
Interrupt handling. The interrupt handler monitors and
processesinterrupts from the powerfail detector,timer,
HP-IB, and asynchronouscommunication interface.Up
to eight interrupt processingroutines can be supported.
I/O control.The I/O controlsubsystemprovidesthe basic
drivers and various utilities to control the instrument
hardware, graphics display, mass storage,front panel,
and asynchronouscommunication interface.
The 4145A has a memory-mappedI/O system and 16K

method. The size of each system file is 4K bytes, including
tasks, utilities and data. The directory is provided for user
area management with a spare directory for backup. The
size of the directory is 2K bytes.
The user area has room for 143 records (256 bytes/record).
The first 12 records are reserved for system default programs. The a145A has three types of user files: program files
(3 records), data files (12 records) and sequence files (1
record). Up to 43 program files can be stored on each disc.
Each file has a unique name (6 characters maximum). The
following commands and the catalog function (see Fig. 6)
are provided for management of these user files.
SAVE
P/D/S Filename
GET
P/D/S Filename
PURGE
P/D/S Filename
REPACK

storing user files
retrieving user files
purging user files
repacking the user area

P indicates a program file, D indicates a data file, and S
indicates a sequence file.

c000H

InstrumentOperation
Therearetwo importantpointsto considerwhendesign-

FFFFH
(a)

for
for
for
for

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Memorymap for main processingunit.(b) Disc
memorystructurefor thesingle-sided,
single-density
, 5.25-in
tlexiblediscsusedbv the 4145A'sinternaldisc drive.
bytes (4Kx4) of ROM. The ROM areacontainsthe real-time
monitor, I/O control, power-onself-testprograms,and some
frequently used utilities.
The 4145A's memory map is shown in Fig. 5a.The directory is a copy of the directory storedon the disc. If the disc is
changed,the directory is automatically revised at the next
file access.The measurementcontrol block contains the
control information for a measurement.Datain this block is
changed by changing the information on the CHANNELDEFINITION,SOURCESETUP, MEAS& DISPMODESETUP, OUT.
PUTSEQUENCE
SETUPand nlsplay menu pages.This area
(768bytes)can be storedon the disc by the command SAVE
P Filename.Measurement data is stored in the data buffer
(2304bytes).The measurementcontrol block and the data
buffer can be stored on the disc by the command SAVED
Filename.
The UF objectand stackarea(256bytes)is used as
an intermediate code area for user functions and as a stack
areafor RPN (ReversePolish Notation) operation. The intermediatecode of the autosequenceprogram is resident in
the ASP object area (256bytes).This areacan be stored on
the disc by the command SAVES Filename.Nonresident
tasks and data are loaded into the overlay areaby the realtime monitor before execution. Resident tasks, common
dataand utilities areloaded into the systemresident areaat
instrument power-on.
The 4145A uses an internal single-sided,single-density
flexible disc drive to store systemprograms,measurement
data and user programs. The disc spaceis divided into a
system area and a user area (seeFig. Sb).The system area
consistsof a system label, rZ system files and a directory.
Files in the user area are organized by an indexed access

ing a keyboard-operatedinstrument. One is simplicity and
ease of use, making the measurementcomplexity transparent to the inexperienced or casual user. The other is
versatility for more experienced users and sophisticated
measurements.
The operatingsystemofthe 4145A is designedto perform
a wide range of operations with menu-driven, softkeyoriented control. The measurementproceduresare divided
functionally into four parts that are each displayed in a
menu page format: CHANNELDEFINITION,
SOURCE
SETUP,
MEAS& DISPMODESETUP,and DISprAy (seeFig. 7). These
pagescan be accessedsequentiallyby pressingthe PREVor
NEXTkeys,and directly from the menu pageby pressingthe
appropriate softkey. The user sets up, or programs, the
measurementby filling in blanks on each menu page.The
lhpl x.xx
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ncm€

CENL
BVCEIC
FVDSID
DiVFIF
BiPl
BIP2
BIPTD
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sys
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sys
S.q
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277
222
223
226
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232
231
232
233
236
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3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3

usd

3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3

Fig. 6. Typical directory li sting of fi les storedon a ftexibl e di sc.
Each disc contains the operating system for the 41454 in
addition lo sayed user programs and stored data.
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Extending the 41,45A'sOutput
Range for Power Transistor Measurements
Each of the 4'145A'sstimulus/measurement
units (SMUs)is
capableof supplyingup to 100mA or +100V,with a maximum
poweroutputof 2W.Thisis morethansufficientforstimulating
and
measuringlow-powersemiconductor
devices,whichaccountfor
perhaps90%of semiconductor
products.To coverthe remaining
10%,whichconsistsmainlyof powertransistors
and diodes,the
4145A'soutputcapabilitiesmust be increased.This can be accomplishedsimplyand economically.
Themethodrequiresno controller
or interface.
Theonlyequipmentneededis the 4145A,itsfurnishedaccessories,
and a suitable power supply that can be controlledby an analog voltage
and has a currenfmonitoring
terminal,suchas HP's60244AutorangingDC PowerSupply.Fig. 1 showsthe setup.

controlvoltageV9.Fig.3 showsthe resultsof a high-power over
40W-measurement.
There are several points concerningsafety and accuracy that
must be kept in mind when usingthis method.
'1
. Dependingon the forwardtransfergain hFEof the transistor
undertest,currentlevelsup to 10Aarepossiblewiththissetup.
.160584
Be sure to close the lid of the
Test Fixture before
startingthe measurementand do not touch the connection
olate.
2, Becauseof the highcurrentflow,therewillbe an unavordable
voltagedrop acrossthe residualresistance
of the test leads
and cables.Thisvoltagedrop representsa measurement
error. The actual collector-emitter
voltageV65 is calculatedas

6024A

V6g:V6rt- lartx R
where Vor- is the 6024A'soutput voltage, l6p1 is the output
current,and R is the total residualresistanceof the leads,
cables,and testfixture.By usingthe 4'145A'sremainingSMU
and one of its voltage monitorsfor voltage sensing at the
collectorand emitter,thiserrorcan be reducedto almostzero.

****x* GRAPHICS
PLIT******
[Ar]
/
POIER
TRQN3g54)

IL

(A)

Fig. 1. fest configuration using HP 6024A Autoranging DC
Power Supply controlled by the 4145A's SMUs, effectively
boosting the output current and voltagerange of the 4145Afor
power transistor measure ments.
Threeof the 4145A'sSMUsare used.SMU-2,programmedto
function as a variable current source, drives the base of the
transistor
beingmeasured.SN/U-1,programmedto functionas a
variable voltage source, is connected to the 6024A's remote
control(analogprogramming)
terminalA2 to providethe voltage
necessaryto controlthe 6024A'soutputvoltage.Output voltage
f romthe 60244 is directlyproportionalto the voltage(V5)supplied
by SMU-I and can be calculatedas
Vugroa:12xVg:V66

.l

(1)

Thus, by sweepingthe SMU-I voltage from 0V to +5V, the
6024A's output can be swept from 0V to 60V. SMU-3, programmed to functionas a voltage monitor,is connectedto the
60244's current-monitor
terminal44. The 60244's outputcurrent
is directlyproportional
to thevoltage(V,)measuredat thisterminal
by SMU-3and can be calculatedas
luoroo:2xV,:lc

(2)

The 6024A'soutputsare connectedto the collectorand emitterof
the transistoras shownin Fig. 1.
By usingthe two internaluserfunctionsof the 4145Ato calculatethe outputvoltageand currentby equations(1) and (2),the
actualvaluesappliedto the transistortestedcan be displayed
directly.Theresultsof an actualmeasurement
usingthissetupare
shownin Fig.2. Maximumcurrentthroughthetransistor
is approximately1A and poweris closeto 1W.Highercurrentand power
can be obtainedby increasing
the basedrivecurrentls and/orthe
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Fig.2. Typical graphics display of resultsobtained with test
setup shown in Fig. 1. Low-voltage V6p characteristics at
collector currents up to 10A are easily shown.
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Fig. 4. Revised Fig. 1 setup to coffect for voltage-drop error
introduced by high current flowing through the test leads and
connectors. By measuring the voltage across lhe transistor
directly, using SMU-4 and VM-1, this error can be eliminated.
4.248/dtw

(V )

Fig. 3. Fesu/t of a high-power measurementusing the setup
in Fig. 1. The control voltage V5 ls swept from 0V to 3.5V in
0.07Vstepsand lBissweptfrom1 mAtog mAin 2-mAsteps.
To do this, however,the test setup and the user function
calculatingVeEmust be changedslightly(Fig.4). SMU-4is
connectedto the collectorof the transistorand set up in the I
mode as a constant current source at 0.0A with a compliance of 100.00V.This allows it to behaveas a voltagemonitor. One of the 4145A's two voltage monitors is connected

field pointer ()) and systemmessagesdisplayedon the CRT
guide the operatorthrough the programming procedure.If
only minor modifications are desired,the field pointer can
be moved directly to the targetfield by pressingthe appropdate cursor control keys.
The interactive fill-in-the-blank programming is further
enhancedby the softkey concept,If the 4145A's operating
system were controlled by a conventional keyboard,more
than 200 keys would be needed,or the operatorwould have
to input commandswith alphabeticand numeric keys.The
advantages of using softkeys are that an operator can
quickly selectthe desiredcommand from softkey prompts,
and all possiblecommandsand functions can be displayed.
Thus, the operatordoesn'thave to memorizethe commands
or refer to a command summary or the manual.
Display Modes and Analysis Functions
Measurement results can be displayed in one of five
different formats.
r Schmoo Plot (Fig. Ba). A three-dimensional(XYZ) display in which five level-dependent,weighted symbols
indicate the relative valuesof measurementresultson the
Z-axis. The symbol at any selected X-Y measurement
point can be highlighted by the cursor function to provide direct numeric readout of the Z-axis value.
r Matrix Display (Fig. sb). A numerical presentationof a
single characteristicaffectedby two varying parameters.
For example,hps can be displayed as a function of base

to the emitter of the transrstorand the user functionfor V6E
i s c h a n g e df r o mV . . : 1 2 y V s t o V 6 E : V y , - V y r .
3. Wait untilthe transistorhas sufficientlycooled beforemaking
additional measurements.Heat generated by high current
flow drasticallyaffects the transistor'sparameters,especially hpgand 16s6.Thus, if the measurementis repeatedbeforethe transistorhas cooled,measurement
resultswilldiffer
significantly.
4. Set the 4145AIo MEDor LONGintegrationtime to reduce the
effectsof ac line frequencynoise on the measurement.
-Michitaka Obara

current Is and collector-to-emittervoltage V6s. The display can have up to 512 rows of data, correspondingto
stepsfor variable VAR1,and up to six columns per row,
corresponding to steps for the second variable VAR2.
Matrix elementscan be measuredvaluesor the results of
user-functioncalculations.
r List Display (Fig. Bc).A completenumeric listing of up to
six parametersand user-function results dependent on
variable VARI.
r Time Domain. The time dependency of semiconductor
parameterscan be observedand analyzed.This is done
by not assigning VARI to any of the source channels
(SMUsand voltagesources)onthe CHANNELDEFINITION
page.Measurementsover a period as long as 85 minutes
can be made with measurementintervals specified from
10 ms to 10 s. Resultscan be displayedin graphic,matrix,
or list formats.
r Graphic Display (Fig. Bd). The source variable, measurementvariables(maximum of six) and user functions
(maximum of two) can be independently assigned to
three axes-X, Y1, and Y2. Therefore.two characteristics
can be displayed simultaneously(double-Y-axisformat).
Various display scaling configurations can be specified
independently of the sweep mode of the sourcevariable
[e.g.,linearX-linear Y1-linear Y2, or linear-log-linear,or
log-logJog).
The versatility of the graphicsdisplay mode is enhanced
bv its various analvsisfunctions. The marker function pro-
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vides readout of not only measurementpoint values, but
also intermediatepoint values by linear interpolation. The
X, Yr, and Y2 coordinatevalues of any point on the graph
can be read by the cursor function. The line function enables direct readout of slope IGRAD)plus X and Y intercepts.
Comparison functions are provided by the STOREand
RECALL softkeys. They provide overlay displays or
double-axis formats. The autoscale function optimizes
graphic display scaling after measurement.
The zoom function horizontally or vertically expands
(x2) or contracts(x0.5) the displayed graph. The zoom
window can be moved to any location centered on the
cursor. The backgroundarea of the vector memory can be
used to display user-orientedgraphics via the HP-IB. This
function enhancesuser applications.
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Fig. 7. Typical measurement setupprocedure for the 414SA.
(a) CHANNEL
page. The namesand sourcemodes
DEFtNtTtON
for the SMUs are selected and the names of the voltage
sourcesand monitorsare specified. lf required, the userfunctions are defined. (b) SOURCESETUp page. The range of
valuesand sweep modesare specified for each source. Delay
and hold times can be specified by pressing the proper
softkeys. (c) MEAS& DISPMODESETtJp page. The desired
measurement and display modes are se/ected and the appropriate display variables are designated. (d) Typical
graphics display for measurement setup example given in
steps (a,),(b), and (c).
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User Functions and Keyboard Arithmetic
The a145A has two programmableuser functions which
provide real-time calculation of current-voltagedependent
parameters,such as hp6, g-, and maximum-power hyperbola. All of the 4145A's arithmetic functions 1+, - , * , l, t/ ,
EXP,LOG,LN, **, ABS,EEX,and A), variables (sourceand
monitor names only), and physical constants (electron
charge,Boltzmann's constant,and vacuum dielectric constantJcan be used in the equation defining a user function.
User functions are executedduring measurements,and the
calculation results can be displayed in the samemanner as
the measurementresults. Keyboard calculations can be
made at any time simply by keying in the expressionand
pressingEXECUTE.
All of the arithmetic functions available
for user-function definitions can be used. Also, keyboard
calculationscan be performed in conjunction with the display marker.For example,if the expressionI6/Isis executed
when the marker (indicated by the symbols . 6nd *) is
positioned at VE:-0.9V as shown in Fig. 7d, the value
of the expression at this point will be displayed on the
bottom line of the CRT (not shown in Fig, 7d).
Systems Use
The 41454 is equipped with the HP-IB, and almost all
measurementfunctions areremotelyprogrammable.Therefore, the 41,45Ais a powerful componentfor a semiconductor measurementsystem.For more sophisticatedusers,the
41,45Ahas a special user mode. In this mode, an operator
can control the SMUs,voltagesourcesand voltagemonitors
directly and use the CRT as an independent graphics plotter. The operator can use the powerful HP-GL commands
and graphicsutilities of HP's desktopcomputersto build a
user-oriented dc parameter measurement system easily.
The 4145A's PLOTfunction dumps all information displayed on the CRT directly onto a digital printer/plottervia
the HP-IB, providing publication-quality hard copies.The
plot area is front-panel programmableand no HP-IB controller is necessary.The PRINTfunction operatessimilarly,
but only data stored in the measurementdata buffer is
printed. The external CRT output allows the operator to
view test results on a large-screenmonitor.
Small-scalesystemization of the 4145A is possible by
using an analog data link. For example, if you connect a
capacitancemeter equipped with an analog output to the

Fig-8. Examplesof disptay formatsavailable on the 4145A digitat CRTdisptay. (a) Schmooplot
of hFEversusl6andv6s. (b) Matrixdisplayof data usedin (a). (c) Listdisplayof Is,vu, and ls
versus ycE at ls : 10.00 1.tA.(d) Graphicsplot of hFEversustime (temperaturetransient).
41.451', you can plot the C-V curve of a device on the
4145A's CRT. In such a measurement, one SMU stimulates
the device under test, which is connected to the capacitance
meter. The analog output of the capacitance meter is connected to another SMU or a voltage monitor which measures the analog voltage. The 414bA's user functions can
then calculate and display the capacitance values. By using
the appropriate transducer, you can also handle other physical parameters such as temperature and pressure.
Fig. 9 is an example of a 1-MHz C-V measurement and a
quasistatic C-V measurement made by a system consisting
of the 414SA, HP 41408 pA Meter/DC Voltage Source and
HP 42718 1 MHz Digital LCR Meter.

AutosequencePrograms
The 4145A can be programmed to perform sequential
measurementsand output the results. The autosequence
setup shown in Fig. 10 is an automated procedure for
measuring the 16, Is-Vnn, hps-Ic, Ic-Vce and V6s(sar)
characteristicsof a bipolar transistor. The autosequence
program initiates a measurementsequence,activatesthe
plotter/printer for hard-copy results and then stores the

Fig. 9. Samp/e display of C-V data obtained with the 41454
and an extemal capacitance meter and picoammeterldc voltage source. The upper curve is the quasistatic capacitance
data and the lowet curve is the highJrequency (1 MHz)
capacitancedata.
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Programmable
Stimulus/Measurement
Units SimplifyDeviceTest Setups
by SusumuTakagi,HiroshiSakayori,and TeruoTakeda
VALUATION OF SEMICONDUCTORDEVICESand
materials requires an assortmentof dc current and
voltage sourcesand monitors. To connect these to
the device or material to be tested usually requires an array
of cables and a matrix of switches. As such, setting up the
equipment for a particular measurement is often complicated and time-consuming. In addition, the nest of cables
and the switch contacts can contribute significant resistance, capacitance, inductance, and electrical noise components that adversely affect measurement accuracy and
speed. To minimize these problems and simplify test
setups, a new approach was chosen for the HP 4145A
Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer-the
use of programmable stimulus/measurement units [SMUs).

Stimulus/Measurement
Unit
Each of the four stimulus/measurement
units in the
4\454 is an independently adjustable, analog-voltagecontrolled dc port that can be programmed from the
41.45A'sfront panel or via the HP-IB* to function either as a
voltage source and current monitor (V mode), as a current
source and voltage monitor (I mode), or as a ground reference (COM mode). Also, each SMU can be programmed to
increment or sweep its output.
*HewletfPackardInterfaceBus,
HP's implementation
of IEEEStandard4gB (.1978)

The main advantage of programmable SMUs is that a
device can be completely characterized using only one
setup. For example, a transistor can be characterized in
common-base, common-collector, and common-emitter
configurations without having to change the physical eonnections between it and the 4145A.

DesignConsiderations
In designingthe 4145A'sSMUs,two approaches
were
considered: a basic voltage source capable of limiting output current and a basic current source capable of limiting
output voltage. The dc characteristics shown in Fig. 1.aare
those of a basic current-limiting voltage source. This voltage source operates in the current-limit mode when the
voltage setting results in an output current that exceeds the
preset limits. In this mode, the voltage source now behaves
like a current source. In Fig. 1a, two different loads are
shown: R;, and Rlz. Rlr is relatively high, forcing the
source into a constant-voltage.mode, and R12 is relatively
low, forcing the source into a current-limited mode.
The dc characteristics shown in Fig. 1b are those of a
basic current source capable of voltage limiting. There is no
difference between the two types of sources in normal operation. In the limited operation region, however, there is a
great difference. The voltage source iust needs to increase
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independent of the other SMUs and the DUT's characteristics. The other was to prevent excessiveSMU output voltage that could result in damageto a sensitiveDUT. One of
the keys to stable SMU operation is the novel guard filter
scheme.This will be discussedlater.
Most circuit designershaveobserveda partial or total loss
of hps for transistorsoperating in the low-collector-current
region. This is often caused by voltage transients. For
example, a transient spike exceeding 25 mV can totally
changethe characteristicsof somesensitivesemiconductor
devices.Someof the methodsused in the 4145A to suppress
undesirableexcessiveoutput voltagesare implemented in
the SMU hardware. But much of the suppressionis in the
firmware in the ROMs of the SMU controller. This spike
suppressionis effective even at instrument power on/off.

Upper
Voltage
Limit

(b)

(a)

Fig, 1. (a) Output characteristic of a current-limitedvoltage
source. (b) Output characteristic of a voltage-limitedcurrent
source.Ihr'ssourceis impracticalfor real designsbecauseof
the inability to supply very large currents at the voltage limit.
the output voltage until the current limit is reached. However, the current source must be able to clamp the output
voltage with an infinite current source or sink capability. In
real applications, such abnormal conditions can occur
when the current source is incorrectly programmed or
when the connections between its outputs and the pins of
the device under test (DUT) are incorrect. This capability
for infinite current is not feasible in practical designs, and it
can easily damage the load or device under test.
There were two other considerations in designing the
SMUs. One was to obtain stable operation of each SMU

DataBus

50 ko
or 25 kO
or 10 kO

"oilll,",#ru

vm

i
To ADC

Construction
A simplified block diagramof an SMU is shown in Fig. 2.
Only one of the three error amplifiers controls the power
amplifier during normal operation. The other two enor
amplifiers operatein their standby mode and take control
when the output compliance is reached.The SMU output
voltage Vo is buffered by the voltage follower and fed back
to the voltage error amplifier. It is measuredby the voltage
monitor amplifier which normalizes it to the analog-todigital converter(ADC)input level. The SMU's output current develops a proportional voltage across the selected
range resistor which is measuredby the current monitor
amplifier afterthe unwanted common-modevoltageerror is
rejected.The output of the current monitor amplifier is also
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Monitor.
Amplifier
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Current
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Amplifier

Bus
Current
Float

50 ko
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t+ Error

1co
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'
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram
of one of the tour SMUsused in the
41 45A Semiconductor Parameter
Analvzer.

normalized to the ADC input level and fed back to the I+
error amplifier and the I- error amplifier. Five rangeresistors and the selectablegain factor ( x 1 or x 10) ofthe current
float amplifier provide the wide output current range(1 pA
to 100 mA) of the SMU with excellent accuracy.
The connectionof the SMU output to the DUT is madeby
a triaxial cablewhose inner shield is connectedto the voltage-followeroutput so that it surroundsthe centerconductor with an equipotential field. The outer shield is connectedto the low-impedancecircuit common. This configuration effectively prevents the SMU output's picking up
undesired noise. This is particularly important in lowcurrentmeasurements,where the noiselevel can exceedthe
signal Ievel by several decades.

e1 T'1Xo

Voltage
Error

(a)

1 0 V( = 1 G O x 1 0 n A )

Guard Filter
The guard filter is a novel approachimplemented in the
4'1,45ASMUs. It contributes greatly to stable, oscillationfree SMU operation, especially in the very-low-current
ranges.Fig. 3 shows a simplified schematicof the output
circuit of the SMUs and the equivalent circuit.
The guard capacitanceC, consistsmainly of the capacitive coupling between the center conductor and inner
shield (guard) of the triaxial cable. Y1' and Y*' in Fig. 3b
represent the additional admittances of C, that appear
in parallel with the range resistor R1and the load R*, respectively.In equation form:
v*':lorCr[r-F1r,r1]

t1)

yr':jocs[F(r,.r)/(r+A")]

e)

where F(ar)is the transfer function of the guard filter and A,
is the open-loop gain of the voltagefollower, whose power
supply is referencedto the power amplifier output.
When the guard is connecteddirectly to the voltage folIower output, F(or) equals 1, and equations (r) and (2)
become

Y*':o

t3)

Y1':j<aCr/(1+Au):jroCr/1lr+Q7/lTtjQl

(4)

where f 1 is the gain-bandwidth product of the internally
compensatedvoltage follower. At frequenciesmuch less

0 . 1 v( = 1 0 O x 1 0 n A )

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of soft-switchingcircuit for current ranging with negligible effect on the output voltage. (b) Voltage
relationshipsfor circuit shown in (a) during a range change.
than f1:
Yr' -

-a2c,lzTfr

(5)

The total range admitt"tt"" y:(1/Rr)-Y1' becomes negative
for frequencies above 500 Hz, given a range resistance of
1 G0, guard capacitance of soo pF and f1 of t MHz, for
instance. This means that the feedback component of the
output current is not negative but positive above 500 Hz.
This indicates that stable SMU operation totally free from
oscillation is not possible without changing parameters
that would sacrifice SMU performance (speed, resolution,
et cetera).
The simple low-pass guard filter provides the solution
without degrading SMU performance. At frequencies above
the cutoff frequency f1 of the low-pass filter, Y1' and Y*' are
approximated as follows, on the condition that f1<<f1:

rT

'"'( =t-rr^")l('.T)

(6)

''o(+)
Y*': jorc,
(t
(b)

Fig.3. (a) Simplifiedschematic of guard filter (b) Equivalent
circuit for (a).

*#r,.)

=,*(:h)

- j''oCc

(7)
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Thus, with the guard filter, the additional admittance becomes a capacitance of Cn(f1/f1) without a negative resistance and only the feedback of the output cunent component lags at high frequencies. Moreover, the additional
capacitance C' which appears in parallel with the load,
contributes to stability in the current-control mode.
The low-pass characteristics of the guard filter also function to surround the center conductor of the triaxial cable
with an equipotential surface.

CurrentRanging
Current ranging in each SMU is performed automatically
so that optimum accuracy is assured. This requires a spikeIess current-range change scheme to prevent sudden
changes of output voltage during a range change that can
adverselv affect a sensitive DUT.
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A novel soft-switch scheme, shown in Fig. 4, is used in
the 4145A to control current ranging. By turning e1 on or
off, a range resistance of 10 MO or 1 GO can be selected. To
maintain the SMU output current at 10 nA when switching
range resistance from 1 GO to 10 MO, the voltage across the
range resistor (V"-Vd must change between +10V and
*0.1V as shown in Fig. 4. The maximum change rate of Vp
versus time is determined by the response of the voltage
control loop. The range resistance value cannot change
faster than the response of the voltage control loop without
causing a transient change in Vo. This is prevented by
applying to the gate of Q1 a ramp voltage Vs whose slew
rate is slow enough to allow Vp to change in step with the
change in range resistance.
During this change, the output voltage Vo is kept nearly
constant by the voltage error amplifier. However, a small
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(a)

Fig. 5. (a) Schematicof the SMIJvoltageand currentcontrol amplifiers.(b) Output characteristics of the voltage and current control amplifiers.
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amount of output voltagedisturbanceis required to supply
the feedbackloop current to changeVp as calculated by

AVo:

*

: (T)^-1_
(crRr)

(B)

where f, is the total gain-bandwidth product of the voltage
control system. In the 4145A the gain-bandwidth product of the SMUs is 200 kHz and the ramp rate of the soft
switches is 5V/ms.Thus, AVois only 4.0 mV.
The ramp signal is referencedto V6 or Vo, whichever is
more positive,so that a single n-channelFET can handle the
slew-rate-limited current ranging for both directions of
output current.
The current range,which is selectablesimply by changing the gain of the current float amplifier (Fig. 2) from x 1 to
x1.0,requiresno special circuitry. During cunent ranging,
a control signal called I Loop Cut is fed back to the
I+ and I- error amplifiers to inhibit their override capability
and ensure SMU control by the voltage error amplifier.
When I LoopCut is enabled,the other changesinherent to
the cunent ranging, such asthe analoginput which must be
changedto correspondwith the new rangefactor, are done
in a predetermined manner by the SMU controller. If the
SMU is operating in a current-control mode before the
change,the input referencevoltageV6 is modified step by
stepuntil the SMU reachesits voltage-controlmode. At the
instant of detecting the SMU control mode change,the I
LoopCut signal is assertedand Vi, is held constant so that
the current ranging is done at the same(actually a little less
in magnitudeJoutput current.
Control-Mode Change
Each SMU has three control amplifiers. They are the
voltage error, I+ error and I- error amplifiers and the control modes they monitor are called the V control mode, I+
control mode and I- control mode, respectively. One of
them is selected in accordance with the input reference
voltage and feedback signal levels. In each of the SMU
control modesthe error amplifiers not used are completely
out of the control loop and do not affect operation. However, they are in a standby condition, ready to take over
SMU control at the instant that the feedback level to any
standbyerror amplifier is about to exceedits input reference.
Fig. 5 shows a simplified schematicof the voltage,I*, and
I- error amplifiers and their output characteristics.The conshuction of the I* and I- error amplifiers is almostidentical to
that of the voltageerror amplifier exceptthat the values of the
current sorrrcesare appropriate to overridableand one-sided
conhol, and their outputs are connectedto that ofthe voltage
error amplifier. All three are connected to the input of the
power amplifier, which developsthe specifiedoutput voltage
or current to the load through the range resistor.
When v1 (output of U1) is near zero, the voltage error
amplifier controls the total loop so that the output voltage is proportional to Vi,, and the SMU works in its voltage.control mode. v1 varys from near-zeroto maintain the
desired output voltage until it reachesa level equal to two
diode forward-voltage drops. At this time a current i,
flows in the internal feedback loop of the voltage error

amplifier and it can no longer control the SMU output
voltage. Then control by the I* or I- error amplifiers is
established and the SMU's output current is proportional
to the voltage V1.r,to the I+ and I- error amplifiers.
The voltage error amplifier U1 is not saturatedat this
time, but is operating with a local feedback current i,
to prevent saturation of the voltage control loop and v1 is
set near its control level by twice the diode forward-voltage drop.
From another point of view, as long as the saturationprevention current is maintained, the voltage error
amplifier is kept ready to control and maintain the SMU
output voltage. AII error amplifiers work to maintain the
present output condition. Thus the smooth transfer of
control modes during changesin settings and outputs of
the SMU is assured,preventing overshootor spikes at the
output.
Automatic Calibration
The monitor functions of the SMU can be used for selfcalibration. Output errors can be compensatedby measuring the raw enors with the calibrated monitors. All offset
errors of the SMU source/monitor are updated every five
minutes by the normal measurementsequence.Extensive
use of high-stability precision resistors and resistor networks in the SMU design eliminates the need for gain
adjustments. Becauseonly the single high-performance
DAC and the single high-performance ADC are used to
communicate between all of the SMUs and the SMU controller, no individual adjustments are required for each
SMU.
Stability
The dc characterizationof semiconductorsis sometimes
affectedby oscillation. There are two modes of oscillation,
one causedby the SMU, and the other causedby the DUT
and the connection leads. The oscillation causedby the
SMU occurs when an inductive load is connectedto the
SMU output. The oscillation frequencyis low, lessthan 300
kHz. The SMU often has an inductive load becausethe
output impedanceof the SMU is inductive in V-mode operation and usually severalSMUs are connectedto eachother
through the DUT.
There are two sources of SMU oscillation, one related
Butfer Amplitier

i""
V

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) SMU output circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit for (a).
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Fig. 8. A testconfiguration
thatcoutdcauseSMLJosciltation.
It is equivalentto
a Hartleyoscillator
becauseSMUsoperating
in the V modecan actas inductivecomDonents.

(b)V Mode
Fig.7. (a)Outputimpedancecircuitof SM|Jin theI mode.(b)
Outputadmittancecircuitof SMuin the V mode.
solely to the output stageof the SMU and the otherrelatedto
overall SMU construction when operating in the I mode
(current forcing and voltage sensing). Fig. 6a shows a
simplified drawing of the SMU output circuit. Here, C* is
the capacitancebetweenthe centerconductor and the inner
shield of the hiaxial output cable.Redrawing Fig. 6a, we
obtain Fig. 6b. If the Q of the Cr-L circuit exceedsunity, this
circuit will oscillate at a frequency of l.Zir\/CsL. Fig. 7a
shows the equivalent circuit of an SMU operating in the I
mode. The output impedance of this circuit (Zor1)is.
Zout:

R(1-aroCR)
*
1+LrcRp

R(ro2CR+aro)

1o,Ir +1arCn1r]

Hiroshi Sakayori
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(e)

where roois the resonantfrequencyof the systemconsisting
of two amplifiers. Thus, if aroCR>1.,
the equivalent series
resistanceof Zolrtis negative.If an inductive load is connected that cancels the equivalent series capacitance
of Zod, this system will oscillate.
What is the chance of being connectedto an inductive
load? When the SMU is operating in the V mode (voltage
sourcing and current sensing),the output impedanceof the
SMU is inductive (Fig. zb). When an inductance L is connected to the emitter of a transistor, its effect is multiplied
becausethe base input impedance of the transistor is L
times hs".Fig. B depicts another example.The SMUs connectedto the MOSFET'sgateand drain are operatingin the
V mode, so theseSMUs appearto be inductive, making this
configuration equivalent to a Hartley oscillator.
To prevent oscillation, the SMU usesa network consisting of C" and Rc as shown in Fig. 6a to compensatefor the
output inductive reactance.However, the value of C^ cannot be made large enough to make Zor, capacitive be-cause
of the need of a short settling time. Therefore,the SMU may
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oscillate if an unusually large inductance is connected.
This can occur when the DUT is a high-hi" (>3000) transistor and the SMU connectedto its emitter is set to a lowcurrent range.If oscillation doesoccur, it is detectedby the
oscillation detector in the 41454 and an error messageis
displayed on the 4145A's CRT.
The secondsourceof oscillation doesnot depend on the
structure of the SMU, but on the combination of the DUT
and stray parametersaround the DUT, such as load inductance and parasitic capacitance.The frequencyof this type
of oscillation is rather high, well into the 3-to-30-MHzregion. This type ofoscillation usually cannot be detectedby
the 4145A's oscillation detection circuit. To prevent oscillation, we can use ferrite beads on the test leads. If an
unusual display appears,we recommend the use of additional ferrite beadson the DUT leads.
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HQMOS:A High-Performance
NMOS
Technology
lnnovativeprocessrngmethodsare used to fabricatea
scaled-downversionof a standardn-channelMOSprocess,
resultingin lowerpower consumptionand higherspeed.
by Horng-SenFu, RogerTo-HoiSzeto,AndersT. Dejenfeltn
and
DevereauxC. Chen
EMICONDUCTORDEVICE
TECHNOLOGYis one of
the most rapidly changing technologiesin modern
society. Among major semiconductor device technologies, such as bipolar, MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor), and III-V or II-VI compounds, MOS has probably advanced the fastest in recent years, especially during the past
decade. Silicon processin$ technology, on which most
bipolar and MOS devices are based, has emerged as a major
manufacturing technology mainly because of the ability to
grow high-quality silicon dioxide. This greatly reduces device fabrication difficulty. Although III-V and II-VI compound technologies have made major progress in recent
years, they still cannot compete with silicon technology
because of material preparation and device fabrication
problems.
Bipolar devices have been traditionally recognized as
superior to MOS devices in speed because of fundamental
differences in device structure and operating principles.
This tradition has chaneed recentlv because ofadvances in
Boron lmplant

MOS processingthat now allow MOS to achieve a faster
accessspeedthan its bipolar counterpart.
Back in 1969, the standardMOS fabrication technology
was an aluminum-gate p-channel processthat exhibited
low device density and slow speed compared to today's
MOS circuits. A major breakthroughwas the realization of
self-alignedsilicon-gate processing.This greatly reduced
the parasitic overlap capacitancebetweenan MOS device's
gateelectrodeand its sourceand drain, thus achievingmore
speed and improving circuit performance.
Becauseelectron mobility in silicon is higher than hole
mobility, n-channel MOS devicesare fasterthan p-channel
MOS devicesusing today's shorterdevice channel lengths.
The useof n-channeltechnologyand the introduction ofthe
depletion-mode device as an active load were two other
steps toward high-speed MOS devices. Perhapsthe most
recent advance in MOS circuit performancehas been the
developmentof devicescalingtheory.l Reducingthe sizeof
an MOS devicegains the advantagesof shorterpropagation

--Photoresist

Arsenic lmplant
(b)
525 nm
az40-nm

t"r["-

Gate Oxide

--

-l

Depletion-Mode
Transistor

Enhancement-Mode
Transistor

Fig. 1. HQMOS process sequence. (a) Boron field implant
threshold-voltageadjustment. (b)
After field oxidation. (c) Aftet gate
oxidation. (d) Arsenic depletion
implant. (e) After buried contact
etch. (f) After polysilicon gate definition. (g) Arsenic source-drain
implant. (h) After contact oxide
etching. (i) Completed structure
before final passlyaflon step.
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delay and lower power dissipationwithout losing the basic
operating characteristicsof its original size. If the feature
size (linewidth) is shrunk by a factor k (k>1), then the
propagationdelay is divided by k, power dissipationby k2,
and delay-power product by k3. Thus it is possible to
achievehigh-speed,low-voltageMOS operation that competes directly with bipolar devices.
HOMOS Process
The HQMOS processis a scaled-downversion of a standard n-channel MOS process.Becausethe featuresizesare
smaller, new patterning and etching techniques are required. For example, polysilicon gates, contacts, and
aluminum lines are formed by state-of-the-artdry-etching
processes.A 10:1optical projectionwafer stepperand mask
aligner and a positive photoresistprocessare also needed
for all photomaskinglevels to define the nalrow lines and
spacings.Severalinnovative processingtechniques,such
as a new buried contact schemefor thin gate insulators.2a
three-stepcontact etching process,and a low-temperature
steam processto flow phosphorus-dopedoxide were developed and implemented.Fig. 1 shows the major processing and masking steps of the HQMOS process,with the
exceptionof the seventhand final maskingstepthat defines
the windows through the top passivationlayer to the metal
bonding pads.
Becausejunction and line capacitancesare major factors
contributing to circuit delay, it is important that parasitic
capacitancesbe kept to a minimum. A lightly-doped silicon
substratehelps reducejunction capacitance.HQMOS substrate material is p-type, has a <100> surfaceorientation,
and has a resistivity of tz to 35 ohm-cm. This corresponds
to a boron doping level of 4 to Bx 1014/cm3.
A boron implant
is required to adjust the thresholdvoltage of the MOS transistorsand to prevent source-to-drainpunchthrough. This
implant is done before the polysilicon deposition and is
subject to all subsequentheat treatments.A thin layer of
stress-reliefoxide, approximately 45 nm thick, is grown
first on the fresh surfaceof the starting wafer. A 150-nmthickfilm of high-quality silicon nitride is depositedon top
of the stress-reliefoxide. A 1.1-pm-thick layer of positive
photoresistis applied and patternedby photolithographic
meansto define the active deviceregions. CF+lOz
plasma is
used to etch the nonmaskedsilicon-nitride areas.A boron
implant dose of 2x1}71cm2 at 70 keV is used to adjust the
thresholdvoltageofthefield regions.A crosssectionofthe
device structureat this point is shown in Fig. 1a. The next
step grows about 525 nm of field oxide in a g00'C steam
ambient using silicon nitride to mask the active regions
(Fig. rbl. The nitride layer is then removed by a hot phosphoric acid etch. An enhancement-threshold-voltageadjustmentboron implant is done at this stagewith a dose
of 7 x 1011/cm2
at 50 keV. The stress-reliefoxide is etchedoff
and a fresh layer of oxide about 40 nm thick is regrown on
the surfaceof the active regions as shown in Fig. 1c. Now
depletion-threshold-adjustmentmasking and an arsenic
implant can be done selectively on those regions where
depletion transistorswill be built as shown on the left side
of Fig. 1d. This step can be repeatedfor different arsenic
implant energiesand doseson different regionsdepending
on the needs of the circuits. The next step, which is op-
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tional, opens buried contacts for the depletion-mode transistors. A new buried contact process was developed and
used here to avoid the gate oxide degradation problem
encountered in a conventional buried contact process. A
more detailed description of this new process will be given
Iater. Fig, 1e shows the device cross section after the contact
oxide is etched. A 4OO-nm-thick layer of polysilicon is deposited on the surface using a low-pressure chemicalvapor-deposition (LPCVD) process, and is doped with
phosphorus using a standard POCL predeposition cycle.

i

, i

ii

(b)

+a

- * !

(c)

Fig.2. HQMOS impurity profilesfrom SIJPREMsimulations.
(a) Active region of an enhancementdevi,ce.(b) Active region
of depletion device. (c) Source-drain n-p junction.

Polysilicon gates (2 g.m wide) and interconnects are then
patterned by another photolithographic process.
A nonundercutting dry etching process is used to etch the
polysilicon layer. Fig. 1f shows the cross section after
polysilicon etching. After the photoresist is removed, the
entire structure is implanted with an arsenic dose of
7 x]}lslcmz at 90 keV to form the source and drain n+ regions as shown in Fig. 19. This is followed by an annealing cycle at 900"C to activate the arsenic and at the same
time grow a thin layer of oxide on top of the n+ regions and
polysilicon surfaces. About 500 nm of phosphorus-doped
(7.5/o) low-temperature oxide is then deposited on the surface. This layer of oxide acts as an insulating layer between
the polysilicon and metal layers. A 900'C steam cycle is
used to soften the phosphorus-doped oxide so that it will
flow a little and thus smooth the steps over the polysilicon
edges.
The next step is contact masking and oxide etching. A
wet-dry-wet etching process was developed to create
proper oxide slopes at the edge of the contact windows
while maintaining proper control of the contact areas. Fig.
th shows the cross section of the structure after contact
etching. Wafers are then subjected to a short phosphorus
predeposition cycle at 900'C. The purpose of this step is to
form an n+p junction where contact window openings at
the edge of active regions overlap the field substrate. This
avoids any shorts at the overlapped regions and allows
contacts to be placed very close to or even overlap the field
oxide. Before a 1-pm-thick layer of 2% silicon-doped
aluminum is deposited, a brief deglazing step removes any
oxide grown in the contact window. Metal lines are defined
by a photolithographic process and etched in CCla/He
plasma. A CF+/Oz plasma is used to etch off the silicon
residue. The wafers are alloyed in a pure Hz ambient for 30
minutes to ensure good n+-to-metal contacts and reduce the
surface states or any damage caused by the sputtering or dry
etching process. The completed structure is shown in Fig.
1i. A passivation layer is not shown, but is included for
scratch protection.
Table I summarizes some of the key process parameters.
Only nominal values are listed here. The amount of side
encroachment, 2AW, is obtained from electrical measurements of transistors with different channel widths W. The
value of channel length reduction, 2AL, comes directly
from the junction depths. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b show simulated impurity profiles for the active region of the enhancement and depletion transistors, respectively. The
boron concentration profile, which determines the enhancement threshold voltage as well as the source-to-drain
punchthrough voltage, peaks at 2 x 1016/cm3within a depth
of 0 to 0.2 pm beneath the Si-SiOz interface (shown as 0.00
in the horizontal scale) and tapers off to the substrate doping level at a depth of 0.5 pm. A similar plot for a depletion
transistor is shown in Fig. 2b. Here the arsenic profile is
superimposed onto the boron profile. The arsenic concentration profile peaks at a depth of approximately 0.05 pm
and tapers off at 0.1 pm. The source and drain n+p junction
profile is shown in Fig. 2c. The junction depth predicted by
a SUPREM* simulation is only 0.2 pm. However, spreading
*A processmodelng programdevelopedat StanfordUnlversityunderthe sponsorshipof
both HP and the AdvancedResearchProjectsAgency.

Table I
Nominal HOMOS Process Parameters
Polysilicon lineispacewidth:
Metal line/spacewidth:
Gate oxide thickness:
Diffusion sheet resistivity:
Polysilicon sheetresistivity:
Metal (2/sSi-Al) sheetresistivity:
Metal current density:
function depth (x;):
2AW:
2LL (2x):

2 p.rnl1..Sp,m
3 pml2 pm
40 nm

40 O/tr
35 O/tr
0.03O/tr
1x10s A/cm2
0.3 pm
1.8 pm
0.6 trrm

resistance measurements show that a small amount of
arsenic doping extends to a depth of about 0.3 pm.

Key ProcessDevelopmentAreas
The standard MOS device in 1976 had an effective channel length of 6 pm with 120-nm-thick gate oxide. This was
reduced to 3.5 pm and 70 nm of oxide in 1977, and to 2 pm
and 40 nm in 1978 (Intel's HMOSIITM process). Shorter
channel lengths and thinner gate oxides are two key factors
in the improvement of the process technology. Developments making them possible include:
r Fine-line lithography. The smallest line-to-line pitch
used in HQMOS is 3.5 pm, with lines 2 g.m wide and
spaced 1.5 g.m apart on the polysilicon gate level. This
exceeds the capability of typical 1:1. pro;'ection mask
aligners. A direct-step-on-wafer (DSW) system using
10:1 optical projection was chosen here. The 10 x reticles
are generated by a direct electron beam writing process to
provide better mask geometry control. A positive photoresist process is required for better resolution and etch
masking. In the routine operation, a level-to-level registration accuracy of 0.3S pm is adequate for the process.
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Fig. 3. P/asma etch rates for doped polysiticon,therma!
oxide, and photoreslsl versus RF power level.
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thickness with some undercutting. The dry etching removes all of the remaining oxide except the last 50 nm,
which is removed by wet etching. This last wet etching
step overcomesthe poor selectivity of the dry etch step,
and also widens the edgesof the contact areaslightly to
achieve the desired oxide slope. A slope of S0 to 60
degreesis obtained routinely by this method.
r Dry etching of aluminum. The etch gas is a mixture of
CCI+/Hesimilar to that used for polysilicon etching. The

Standard Buried
Contact Process

WM

VLSI Buried
Contact Process

t"'"on

|

/

l
cate oxide

'
(a)

Fig. 4. Microphotograph ot a typicat potysilicon etch result
before photoresrstis rernoyed.
This is the manufacturer's specification and can be improved by machine optimization and operator training.
Experimental results indicate that linewidth control of
'1..9'rO.2
pm can be achieved.
r Dry etching of polysilicon. A nonundercutting plasma
etching process was developed to etch 2-pm-wide
polysilicon lines. CCla vapor is introduced into an
evacuated planar reactor and mixed with helium gas to
maintain a stable etch gas pressure. The typical etch rate
is 120 nm/minute on phosphorus-doped polysilicon
using 500 watts of RF power at a gas pressure of 2b0
millitorr. Under a typical etching condition, no significant undercut is observed even with 100/o overetch. Fig.
3 shows the etch rates of doped polysilicon, oxide, and
photoresist. An etch ratio of better than 10:1 was observed between polysilicon and thermal oxide or photoresist. This differential etch ratio is more than adequate
for 40 nm of oxide. Fig. 4 shows a typical etch result
before the photoresist was removed. Another etch process which uses CzFogas in lieu of helium was developed
by HP's Cupertino Integrated Circuit Operation. Similar
results were obtained with smaller differential etch
ratios. Based on electiical test data, an overall linewidth
reduction of 0.1-r0.2 pm was observed; this includes
both photolithographic and etching components.
r Dry etching of contact oxide. There are three factors to be
considered in contact oxide etching, namely, size control, edge slope, and selectivity. Since no single etch
process has been found that provides an adequate solution to all of these factors, a wet-dry-wet etching process
was developed to overcome the difficulties. The first wet
etching step is done in a 20:1 NH+F:HF buffered etch
solution, and the dry etching step is done in CzFo/He
plasma. The buffered etch solution etches phosphorusdoped oxide at 110 nm/minute and thermal oxide at 28
nm/minute. This was the lowest etch ratio found. This
low etch ratio is important in the final wet etching step
because the oxide to be etched is thermally grown on the
surface of an n+ region or polysilicon. The first wet
etching step clears about one third of the total oxide
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Polysilicon 2

(s)
Fag.5. Comparisonof the new buried contact processwith a
conventional process. (a) Gate oxide formation. (b) First
polysilicon deposition. (c) Buried contact masking. (d) First
polysilicon etching. (e) Contact oxide etching. (/) Reslststflpping, rcsidue oxide etching, second polysilicon deposition.
(g) Polysilicongate patterning and etching.

50 to 70 nm of polysilicon is adequatefor the purpose.
Too thick a polysilicon layer results in removing too
much of the silicon substrateduring the etching step to
pattern the gate electrodes.
r Shallow junction formation. Fig. 6 shows the crosssection of a transistor. The effective channel length L"6 is
related to polysilicon gate length L and the junction
depth x; by
Lu6:L - 2x;,
Fig, 6. Crosssecllonof an MOStransisfor.
typical etch rate is approximately 150 nm/minute at RF
power levels from 300 to 800 watts, with better anisotropic results at higher power levels.A two-step etching
method,first at 800 watts and then at 300 watts,is needed
to avoid any residual aluminum rings around the steps.
Etching at 800 watts not only provides an anisotropic
result, but also removes any aluminum oxide on the
surface.The 300-wattetch usually startswhen the metal
Iayer is etchedthrough and provides someisotropic etching to removeresidue. With optical endpoint detection,
the typical undercut for 1-pm-thick aluminum is approximately 0.2 pm per edge.
Gateoxide.The 40-nm-thick gateoxide is grown in 900'C
steamfollowed by one hour of gettering in a dry oxygen
TCA).
1 1 1 - t r i c h l o r o e t h a n( e
a m b i e n tm i x e d w i t h 0 . 6 3 , / o
Typical thicknessvariation from run to run is +10% with
better uniformity from wafer to wafer in a single run.
Uniformity across a wafer is better than +5%. This is
important becausethe threshold voltage of a device is
proportional to the oxide thickness.Typical fixed oxide
surface charge is in the 4-to-6x101o/cm2range. Breakdown voltage of the oxide is approximately 35 volts,
which correspondsto a dielectric strength of 8,7x106
volts/cm. Resultsof bias temperaturestresstests,which
were done by applying an electric field of -5 x 10svolts/
cm or 1x 106volts/cm at 300"Cfor five minutes and then
cooling to room temperaturewith the electric field still
applied, indicate that the oxide is relatively free from
mobile ion contamination.The defectdensity of the gate
oxide rangesfrom 5 to 40/cm2.Thesenumberswere gensquare
eratedfrom the yield data of 500-g.m-by-500-p,m
polysilicon gate MOS capacitorsthat withstand an electric field greater than 5x106 volts/cm.
Buried contactprocessfor thin gateoxides.Conventional
methods for fabricating this type of contactface a severe
gate oxide degradationproblem when the oxide is thinner than 50 nm or so.This is because,during a short oxide
etching step to remove about 3 to 5 nm of native oxide
from the contactregion,the oxide in the activegateis also
etched.This etch reducesthe strength of the oxide and
increasesits defect density.
The new process uses a thin layer of polysilicon to
protect the gate oxide during the short etch operation.
Fig. 5 showsthe stepsof the new processcomparedto the
conventional approach.Only two extra stepsare needed
for the new process, namely, deposition of the first
polysilicon layer and the etching of the layer. No extra
masking is involved. Test results have shown that about

(1)

assuming the lateral outdiffusion of an n+ layer is the
same as the vertical diffusion. In a positive photoresist
process,L is typically 1..9+O.2pm for a 2-pm mask
geometry. With nonundercutting dry etching, this L
value can be reproduced with no more than 0.1 pcm
shrinkage.Forxl : 0.3pm, L"gshouldbe1.1to 1.5pmfor
a 2-p.m mask size. In addition to doping the contact
region with phosphorusafter contact etching (to ensure
at leasta 0.3-to-0.4-pm-thickn+ layer at the contact),the
aluminum metallization is also doped 2o/owithsilicon to
avoid problems where the aluminum dissolvessome of
the underlying silicon material and, in some cases,can
reach a junction and short it out.
r Low-temperaturephosphorus-dopedoxide flow. To ensure proper metal step coverageat any step, the
phosphorus-dopedoxide layer must be softened at an
elevated temperature so that it will flow to provide a
smoother surface. The higher the temperature, the
smootherthe surfaceis going to be. However, if the temperature is too high, the diffused junctions will be affected. A 900.C steam process was developed for this
purposeso that the overall heattreatmentcan be kept to a
minimum. Fig. 7 shows the surface topography of the
finished devices with 7.5o/ophosphorus-doped oxide.
Excellent metal step coverageis achieved here.
Device Characteristics
When an MOS deviceis operatingin the electronvelocity
saturation mode, the maximum source-to-drain current

%Fag.7. Microphotographof finished device surface topography. The phosphorus doping level is 7.5V".
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gatelength and are B0mV/decadeand g0 mV/decadefor the
enhancementand depletion transistors,respectively.Table
III lists a setof SPICEparametersgeneratedby matching the
device models with experimental results. Because of
nonuniform boron doping near the surface,the V1svalue is
different from the actualthresholdvoltagemeasuredat zero
substratebias voltage.
A 21-stagering oscillator, with pull-up depletion load
(WlL:312) and pull-down enhancementIWL:b/2) devices,
was usedto estimatethe gatedelay and power consumption
of an HQMOS inverter. With VDD : 3 volts and Vr,r6:-Z
volts, the typical gate delay per stageis approximately 450
picoseconds,and the delay-power product is approximately B0 femtojoules.
The first IC chip designedusing the HQMOS processis a
digital filter chip. This chip containsapproximately 42,SOO
Fig. 8. l-V characteristicof an HeMOS device (WlL:Sl2).
(Evaluatedby the 4145A SemiconductorparameterAnalvzer
described ln this issue.)

=oo

I-"* is given by3
I-o:K

vru,W'Co (Vcs-Vr)

e)

where vru, is the saturation velocity of electrons, W, is the
effective channel width, Co is the gate oxide capacitance,
Vsg is the voltage between source and gate, V1 is the
threshold voltage of the transistor, and K is a fieure of merit
for the given device design. The exact rralue o-fK is determined by the vertical impurity profile and the normalized
capacitance. The value for K ranges from 0.0 to 1.0.
Equation (2) indicates that the source-to-drain current is
linearly proportional to the gate voltage, which is different
from that for a long-channel device. In the latter case, the
current is proportional to the square of gate voltage. The
typical I-V characteristic of an HQMOS device is shown in
Fig. B. For L : 2 pm, the device is operating in the velocity
saturation mode. The K value for the device can be obtained
from equation (2) by taking the difference between two
cutrents and dividing by the corresponding difference in
two voltages. Typically, vr",:9 X 106 cm/s, and K is approximately 0.5.
The threshold voltage of a device is very sensitive to
channel length variations, especially when the length is
less than 5 pm (Fig. 9a). The threshold voltage is also
sensitive to the channel width W when W is less than S pm
(Fig. 9b). Encroachments into the channel width come from
the lateral diffusion of implanted boron during field oxidation. Substrate bias also greatly affects the threshold voltage. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 9c, where V1 is plotted
versus the square root of -V.r6*2 l+ I.Ouis the Fermi level
ofthe substrate and Vrr6 is the substrate bias voltage. There
are two slopes in the plot. One corresponds to the higher
doping level near the silicon-to-silicon-dioxide interface and the other corresponds to the substrate doping.
The shoulder region corresponds to the junction between the implanted boron and the substrate. Table II
lists some electrical parameters of the HQMOS devices.
Subthreshold slopes are relatively independent of device
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Fig.9. Changesin threshotdvottagecaused by (a) channel
length variation,(b) channel width variation,and (c) substrate
bias level.

Table ll
Nominal HQMOSElectricalParameters
3V

Von:

-2v

'sub'

0.6V @Vrr6:-2V
-1.5V
@V r r 6 : - 2 V
-0.5V g V.r6:-2V

V1 (enhancement, WL:5/2):
Vp"o11(WL:5/2):
Vp"o12(optional WL:3/5):
Subthreshold slope (L:2 g.m):
Enhancement:
Depletion:

B0 mV/decade
90 mV/decade

Tablelll
ExtractedSPICEParameters
Enhancement device (lN lL:512):
g.o : 550 cm2/V-s
V16 : 0.69V
Nsub:1.1x101s/cm3
Vro.- : 22.5V
D e s a t: 1 . 0 0 x 1 0 e V / c m 2
E*it : 1.0x10sVicm
E,ru : 5x10aV/cm

to* : 36
Rs:0
Ra:0
Ld(AL) : 0.38 prm
wd(AW) : 0 . 9 5 p m

transistors and operates at a 20-MHz clock rate. A very fast
digital-to-analog converter and q-bit shift registers and
l a t c h e s o p e r a t e d a t 1 8 0 M l l z h a v e b e e n d e m o n s t r a t e db y
various groups within HP Laboratories.
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MOSDeviceand ProcessDesign
UsingComputerSimulations
By usingcarefullydevelopedcomputermodels,tC device
performance
canbe accuratelysimutatedandthe effectsof
processchangespredicted,savingtimeand expensein
newproductdesignand development.
by Soo-YoungOh
E T A L - O X I D E - S E M I C O N D U C T O Rf i e l d - e f f e c t
transistors(MOSFETs),first proposedb0 yearsago,
are based on the principle of modulating longitudinal electricalconductanceby varying a transverseelectric field. Since its conception, MOSFET technology has
improved steadily and becomethe primary technologyfor
large-scalecircuit integration on a monolithic chip, primarily because of the simple device structure. VLSI (very
large-scaleintegration)developmentfor greaterfunctional
complexity and circuit performance on a single chip is
strongly motivated by the reduced cost per device and has
been achieved in part by larger chip areas,but predominantly by smallerdevicedimensionsand the clever designof
devicesand circuits.
As a consequenceof reduced devicedimensions,a small
two-dimensional (or even three-dimensional)MOSFET
structure has evolved. Scaling down dimensions introduces problems in both fabrication and operation that are
not significant in larger long-channel devices. The twodimensional aspectsof the impurity profiles and oxidation
processesbecome important in determining the effective
Fabrication/Measuremenl

Simulation

channel length and width. More processing steps are required, such as channel implantation and local oxidation,
which make more stringent control of the process necessary. Secondary effects such as oxidation-enhanced diffusion significantly affect the impurity profile. As a result,
better understanding and accurate control of these
phenomena are crucial to achieving the desired perfor_
mance from scaled-down devices.
Device operation reveals the existence of twodimensional field coupling involving both the shortchannel and narrow-width effects. This may not be a problem if the ideal scaling-down theoryl is followed because,
in concept, all dimensions and impurity profiles are scaled
so as to maintain the same electric field pattern as for a
long-channel device. However, this is not typically followed because of practical limitations such as retaining a
standard 5V operating voltage, and requiring thicker oxides
to prevent gate breakdown. Device characteristics are
highly dependent, therefore, on the two-dimensional structure; classical analysis based on the one-dimensional model
is not valid.
Conventional process and device designs for integrated
circuit technologies have been based on the use of a trialand-error approach and simple analytical modeling to
achieve the desired electrical characteristics and circuit
performance. The left half of Fig. 1 outlines a systematic

2-D Process

2-D Oxidation
Plot
Package

Fig. 1. Block diagram of MOS process, device, and citcuit
design paths. The left-handpath showsthe trcditionaltrialand-error approach and the right-hand path illustratesthe
simulation approach.
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Fig.2. Block diagram of two-dimensionalsimulationsysrem.

Fig. 3. Simulated two-dimensional impurity distribution for a
standard NMOS device with a
2.5-pn channellength.

procedurefor process,device,and circuit designusing both
trial-and-error and experimental measurement.This approach is not adequate,however,for small-geometryMOSFETswhere processcomplexity (especiallypatterning and
tolerance requirements) and two-dimensional field coupling preventthe use of a simple one-dimensionalanalysis
for obtaining accurate quantitative information. In addition, the purely experimentalapproachyields little physical insight into the factors governing device operation.
However,it is well suited for later design cycleswhere final
parameter adjustments can be accommodated. A complementary analysis and design path (right half of Fig. 1)
using process, device, and circuit simulations has been
proposed and is now widely accepted. Compared to
laboratoryexperimentation,the design path via simulation
is less costly and faster. More important, it produces
detailed information about device operation in a wellcontrolled environment.
Two-Dimensional Simulation System
Many two-dimensionaldevicesimulation programshave
been developed and severalreported recently. These programs;however,are researchtools rather than design tools.
More stress has been put on the development of fast algorithms and the implementation of the physical
mechanism than on the user interface.Furthermore, each
program was developed independently without an interfaceto other programs.Thus, transferringmassiveamounts

-2V

of two-dimensional numerical data from one program to
another is very difficult. Analyzing and interpreting the
data is also difficult. To overcometheseproblemsand provide a convenientdesign path using simulation, a complete
two-dimensional simulation system has been develop'ed
and implemented at HP with an emphasison the user interface. The following schemeshave been adopted to make
this systema more practical and user-orienteddesigntool.
r All programsare on an HP 1000 Computer for fast turnaround
r Friendly, interactive input/output
r Data transfer between programs using standard-format
disc files that are transparentto the user
r G r a p h i c p l o t t i n g c a p a b i l i t y a c c e s s i b l et o a l l t w o dimensional programs to processand analyze the massive amounts of data generatedby these programs
r Hierarchical simulations are used wherever possible
because full two-dimensional simulations are time
consuming.
A block diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 2. The
process simulator SUPRA (Stanford University Process
Analysis program)2simulates processesbased on the device geometryand processscheduleand generatesthe impurity distributions. SUPRA can handle deposition, etch,
ion implant, diffusion and oxidation processcycles. The
oxidation model is based on empirical data. For impurity
diffusions. SUPRA analytically solves the diffusion equation using a constant diffusivity for low impurity concen-

:'::
Fig. 4. Simulated two-dimensional potential distribution for a
standard NMOS device. Channel lengthL=2.5 tun,V6s:-0.2V,
Ves:3V, and Vtt:-2Y.
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Fig. 5. Potential distribution for
scaled-down NMOS device
(HQMOS,channellengthreduced
to 1.5 pm and using same volt-

3.5 p$

,nA<

trations. For higher concentrations, it solves the diffusion
equation using a concentration-dependent diffusivity in a
numerical finite-difference method. For a more accurate
two-dimensional oxidation simulation, SOAP should be
used. SOAP is a program that simulates the diffusion of the
oxygen in the oxide and the propagation of the extra oxide
volume generated during the oxidation in a rigorous manner. Two-dimensional oxidation is a difficult problem to
simulate because of nonplanar geometries and moving
boundaries. SOAP uses the boundary-value [BV) method.
In this method, the nodes are allocated only along the
boundary. Thus, it is very suitable for nonplanar geometry
and moving-boundary problems.
Electrical device characteristics are predicted by twodimensional device simulators based on the impurity distributions predicted by SUPRA. In these device simulations, the Poisson and current continuity equations should
be solved with the appropriate boundary conditions to be
valid over the whole operating region of MOS transistors.
Such an algorithm is used by the full two-dimensional
simulator CADDET.3 The full simulator, however, is slow
and a simplified analysis should be used whenever possible
(hierarchial simulations). For the subthreshold region
where the cument is small, the two-dimensional Poissonequation solver GEMINIa is fast and accurate enough for
most applications. For a large number of simulations, such
as I-V characteristic generation, SDVICE is accurate
enough. SDVICE numerically solves the one-dimensional
current-continuity equations along the channel with appropriate two-dimensional field coupling to the boundary
conditions using the boundary-value method as mentioned
above. In the BV method, because the nodes are allocated
only along the boundaries and the channel, a much smaller
number of nodes are required than for the finite-difference
or finite-element methods. Furthermore, a fast twodimensional Poisson-equation solver has been incorporated to enhance the accuracy for nonuniform substrate
doping. The calculation speed of this method is an order of
magnitude faster than that of the full two-dimensional
simulator.
Based on the device characteristics calculated by these
simulations, the electrical parameters can be extracted by
TECAPS for use in circuit simulations. TECAP measures the
device characteristics of MOS and bipolar transistors and
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extracts their parameters. Here, the data is taken from the
simulation and only the parameter extraction part of
TECAP is used. In VLSI circuits, accurate determination of
interconnect and other capacitance values becomes crucial
in the circuit simulation. The value of various capacitance
components in MOS circuits can be simulated and determined by FCAP2, a two-dimensional, arbitrary-geometry,
linear-Poisson-equation solver. The circuit performance
can be simulated by HP-SPICE,6 based on electrical
parameters and capacitances that were obtained from the
process schedule and device layout using this simulation
system.
Application Examples
An example of an application of this simulation system is
the scaling down of a standard n-channel MOS process (see
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Fig. 6. Effects of variations in effective channel length on
subthreshold MOS device characteristics.

article on page 21) from 2.5 pm to 1.5 pm. The impurity
distribution simulated by SUPRA for the standard NMOS
process is shown in Fig. 3.
To simulate the scaled-down process, the mask channel
length is first reduced from 2.5 trrm to 1.5 ptm while all the
process steps remain the same. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the
simulated potential distribution of 2.5-pm and 1.s-ptm
Vps:3V and
channel length devices with V6s:-0.2V,
Because stronger two-dimensional field couVes:-zV.
pling is evident in Fig. 5 where the mask channel length is
shorter, the threshold voltage V1 is lower for the shorter
device. In Fig. 6, the Ips-versus-V6g characteristic is simulated by GEMINI for various channel lengths to show the effect of channel length on Vt. The V1 of a 1.5-plm device is
shifted by 0.3aV from that of a 2.S-pcmdevice.
Next, the gate oxide is scaled down from 40 nm to 30 nm
and the resulting changes in the subthreshold characteristics are shown in Fig. 7. Because of the lower body effect
caused by the higher gate capacitance, V1 is lowered farther
by 0.18V. To maintain the same threshold voltage in the
scaled-down device, the dose of the channel implantation
must be changed. The subthreshold characteristics for several different doses and the corresponding impurity profiles were obtained by using SUPRA and GEMINI. The
optimum dose was found to be 1.2x1o121cm2. The subthreshold characteristics of the scaled-down device with
this dose are shown by curve (d) in Fig. 7.
Another example involves the two-dimensional
semirecessed field oxidation used for device isolation in an
NMOS process. As shown in Fig. B (simulation), the field
oxide layer grows laterally (bird's beak) under the siliconnitride mask and reduces the effective channel width significantly. The penetration distance AW is a function of
oxidation temperature, oxidation time, and the thickness of
the nitride mask. SOAP calculates the diffusion of the oxygen from the oxide surface to the silicon-oxide interface and
the growth of the extra oxide volume generated during the
oxidation, including the stress of the nitride layer. It accurately simulates the effects of the oxidation temperature,
oxidation time, and the nitride thickness on the lateral
shape and penetration of the field oxide. In the example
shown in Fig. B, a 0.9S-g.m-thick field oxide is grown using
a two-hour wet oxidation cycle at a temperature of t000'C.
The thickness of the nitride layer is 50 nm. The lateral
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Fig.7. Subthresholdcharacteristlcsas functionof channel
length L, gate oxide thlckness to! and channel implant dose.
(a) L:2.5 pm, to^:40 nm, dose:7x10111cm2
(b) L:1 .5 pm, tor:40 nm, dose-7 x1011lcm2
(c) L:1 .5 Pm, tor:30 nm, dose:7x10111cm2
(d) L:1 .5 ym, to,:30 nm, dose:1 .2x10121cm2

penetration AW is 0.8 pm. The simulated result agrees
well with actual results observed by a scanning electron
microscope.
A third example is the calculation of the parasitic capacitance of the interconnect line for the HQMOS process using
FCAP2. When the width of the interconnect line decreases,
the capacitance of the line does not decrease linearly because offringing electric field effects at the edges ofthe line.
Fig. 9 shows the equipotential Iines for the 1.8-g,m-wide
polysilicon line as simulated by FCAP2. The thickness of

Fig, 8. Two-dimensionalstmulation of semirecessedfield oxidafnn nrnnpss/ /spdfnr NMOSdevice
isolation. Temperature- 1000'C,
oxidationtime :1 20 minutes.
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Fig. 9. Parasiticcapacitancecalculationby FCAp2for
polysilicon line used in HQMOS circuits. Field oxide
thickness:O"4prn,polysiliconthickness:0.4 un, and linewidth:1 .8 pm.
the field oxide betweenthe polysilicon and the substrateis
O.4p,m.The polysilicon line is also O.4 pcmthick.The calculated capacitance of this line is O.t1.Zx1.O-rpF/g.m,
using the one-dimensionalparallel-plate approximation.
The actual measured capacitance, which includes the
fringing-field effects,is 0.196x10-3 pF/p,m.The fringing
field increasesthe capacitanceby 6Z.So/o.
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